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ABOIT THE FLIP ROOF CONVERSION
Alu-cab is now manufacturing its own roofs for the Land Rover Icarus flip roof conversion. The beauty of our flip roof kit is that we no longer
require the vehicle's original roof. You therefore get to keep your original roof, giving you the freedom to transfer the Icarus conversion over
to newer models, or to return your Land Rover back to its original state.
The advantage of our new flip roof conversion is that no matter where you reside in the world, we can send you an Icarus roof kit to fit to
your own Land Rover Defender. It is as easy as bolting off your original roof and bolting on the new Icarus roof kit into place.
There is no better conversion than the Icarus flip roof conversion. It offers the fastest pop-up tent on the market with the ability to endure
the harshest of weather conditions. On top of this, is the added feature of being able to access your bed from inside the vehicle. This is a
special feature when camping in game parks with lions, or in public areas. It offers more privacy and greater safety. Another great feature is
the fact that one's bedding can remain in place, ready for you when you decide to turn in for the night. The roof conversion adds only a
mere 180 mm's to the overall height of the Land Rover. The overall weight of the conversion is 130 kg's less the original roof.
This is less weight then adding a rack and roof top.
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The roof is made of 2mm 505 Aluminium.

It has a dual seal gutter system which is not only spot-welded all the way through, but is also seam-sealed with a polyurethane
sealer.
The roof has tubular braces evenly spaced along its length that offer added strength and rigidity.
The ridges are fitted with Cargo rails along their lengths, allowing for easy fitment of load bars for carrying equipment such as
surfboards or reasonably light gear.
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SPECIFICATIONS DF THIS CDOERSIIN
• The entire inner shell of the roof is lined with a 25mm layer of Polyethylene foa m. This is a closed cell foam that has not
only excellent thermal qualities, but acoustic qualities too. It therefore keeps out the heat or cold, as well as unwanted
noise. Perfect for both the African and European weather conditions, 25 mm's
is the perfect thickness when creating the ideal insulated lining.
• The tent material used is a Contour 3X-PU. This is a 3-ply laminated product that is designed for outdoor stretch tenting. It
has a polyurethane membrane that is laminated between knitted fabrics. The stretch material allows for a better titting
tent that gathers less moisture due to the tighter tit. It also offers a much higher quality look and finish. The multi-layer
material also offers better Insulating properties.
• The Icarus tent has three functional opening windows. All windows have high quality mesh window covers that keep all
unwanted bugs at bay, whilst still allowing airflow through the tent. The end opening window which is a larger window,
has a canopy cover with spring poles that allow you to keep the window open even during heavy rain.
• The internal bed is titted with a two-platform bed. The main bed portion is hinged from the front and is able to lift on gas
lifts. This opens up the lower area in the Land Rover for ease of movement and working space. The rear portion of the bed
platform is removable and also doubles up as a camping table. The mattress used is a 75 mm dual density foam, offering
greater comfort.
• Lighting in the camper is offered in two flexible stork lights titted with LED bulbs. These are located on either side of the
bed around the region of one's shoulder. They are titted as rea ding lights. Attached to the base of the fold up bed is a dual
LED light with both a white light and red light setting. The red light setting Is good for the bush as it attracts far fewer
bugs.
• Another added feature to the Icarus roof conversion is the roof console. This is the ideal area for stashing phones or map
books above your head.
• The Icarus roof conversion is finished in a Cela mix matt black.
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